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Abstract: Complex researches are carried out and communication is established on carburized tooth gear
durability with structural condition of a part. Parts operational resource forecasting technique on microhardness
values of separate structural components in a core of a tooth of a steel product is offered. Results are based
on metallographic researches of parts after bench and operational tests.
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INTRODUCTION The Purpose of Work: to establish metal structure

There are tooth parts at a design of the majority of various loading conditions and to reveal basic criterion
machines  and mechanisms. Cases of  their low resource for forecasting durability of parts in operation.
in operation are not rare and it happens despite of an
existing monitoring quality efficiency and full metal Work Procedure: Researches were spent on carburized
quality conformity of the strengthened parts to tooth parts made from steels 20HGNMTA, 18HGR and
requirements of the drawing and design documentation. 15HGN2TA. Bending cyclic durability of parts was
The dispersion on durability reaches from 10 and more estimated by results of bench and operational tests of a
times  and  it  is  observed on parts which  have  been truck main gears under engine torque 638 N• . Optical
made of one steel  grade and  are  strengthened in microscopes Neophot-21   and IM-7200   were  used
identical manufacture conditions. In many cases tooth for metallographic researches with image system Video
parts  durability  is  limited not by  deterioration and Test-M  and software Trixomet-PRO . Core of parts
pitting of their working surface, but by breakage of tooth. hardness was defined on TP-5006 and TK-2M devices
These elements of a part experience simultaneously both and microhardness of structural components was defined
static and dynamic loads changing on a symmetric and on microdurometer Durimet  at loading on indenter 0,1N
dissymmetric alternating cycle. A priority of mechanical and 0,05N. For a core of a tooth part a zone was accepted,
engineering on creation of competitive and high-quality which is located on an axial line of a tooth at a distance of
production is increase and stabilization at a high level of 2/3 from its height.
tooth bending and fatigue bending resistance of parts. Results of work. Distinctive feature at the decision of

This  can be achieved only after the complex an objective consists on the received data on metal
approach to a problem decision in which strengthened quality which are based on researches of gear parts with
parts metal quality estimation of basic criteria definition known durability after bench and operational tests.
methodology  is  also considered [1-5]. Therefore it is Working  capacity of  tooth parts is mostly  defined
necessary to come back to this problem again and again by material properties of a core of a product [6-10].
for establishment of parts properties high dispersion Metallurgical  factor renders  the  basic influence on
reasons and, first of all, to a structural condition of a core these properties-hardenability of steel, formed during
of parts to which the insufficient attention of experts melt, deoxidation, alloying and crystallization. Based on
worldwide is paid. references and  making  use of motor industry enterprises

parameters influence of a core of parts on their stability in
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Fig. 1: Dependence of gear durability at bend bench tests on values difference of microhardness in a core of a tooth of
a part

Fig. 2: Dependence of gear durability at automobile operation depending on values difference of microhardness in a core
of a tooth of a part

experience, recommended hardness of tooth parts core is core of a detail. Presence of separate grains of ferrite and
in rather wide limits-from 29HRC up to 45HRC. It is the sorbite and also other structural components sharply
main reason of  carburized  parts operational resource differing on properties ( HV> 80 units) serves as the
high dispersion [1]. reason of low stability and sometimes as premature failure

It is necessary to note, that in many cases such of parts in operation. Being based on these data it is
important parameter, as uniformity of structure is not recommended to apply new criterion to definition of
considered.  Microstructure  uniformity degree of a core carburized tooth parts quality according to which
is  worth estimating on microhardness of present estimation of a core of a tooth properties on dependence:
structural components, exactly on a difference of their
microhardness. Dependences of parts durability received  where
were testified at bench and operational tests from a degree
of  structure  uniformity in a core of a tooth (Fig. 1 and HV - Structural components microhardness values
Fig. 2). It is evident that with reduction of a difference in difference in a core of a tooth of a part;
values of structural components microhardness in a core Hv - Core microhardness average value of a tooth
of a gear tooth the durability of parts raises. of a part.

The  maximal  durability  of  parts  is  reached at
rather high degree of a microstructure uniformity (the It is evident that the coefficient maximal value is
difference of microhardness of structural components is necessary on cases at which the microhardness values
no more than 20HV). Such result can be reached if there is difference between separate structural components in a
low-carbon and homogeneous structures-martensite or core gets the minimal value i.e. when more homogeneous
troostomartensite, either troostite, or troostosorbite in a structural condition is observed.
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